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The global supply chain is set for a tectonic shift with big corporations looking for an 
alternative to China for manufacturing their products; thus, opening up trillions of dollars of 
opportunities for countries looking to attract investments. Faster adoption of automated 
solutions, aided partially by Covid 19 pandemic, can help India emerge as a winner in this 
situation, says Rakesh Rao.   
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The labour cost in India is still cheaper compared to other developed countries 
in South-East Asia. Unless the volume of demand is very high, most of the 
manufacturers will remain in manual operation instead of fully automated process. 

Biswajit Mitra, MD, Techtran Electronics India Pvt Ltd

Low cost and right automation for labour intense SMEs are challenging and open 
for innovation at this front. The whole labour market and skillset are changing due 
to new manufacturing practices and automation. 

Dr Girish Rao, CEO, HARTING India Pvt Ltd
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Covid episode gave some space to think and plan our future industrial ventures. 
It is the beginning of new future that will be completely based on digitization and 
automation with renewable energy sources. 

Dr Umesh Mhatre, Director, Surface Modification Technologies

The setting up of machines and plants or even entire production lines with the 
aid of AR, the remote monitoring of machines and plants and also the increase in 
efficiency with the aid of automation technology has gained in importance.  

Manoj Dunung, MD, Weidmueller Electronics India Pvt Ltd
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Automation and digitalisation solutions like Human Robot Collaboration (HRC) 
can play a big part in helping industries to recover post-coronavirus, as installing 
cobots will help manufacturers make a speedy recovery and get back on track 
from the impact due to Covid.  

Pradeep David, GM - South Asia, Universal Robots A/S

Technologies like robotics, 3D printing, AI, VR & AR, IIoT, etc can help the modern-
day manufacturing sector in lowering costs. The challenge lies in skilling or 
re-skilling a large number of people which will increase employment.  

Rupali Jadhav Menon, CEO, SATRONIX India Pvt Ltd
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Many Indian companies are looking to adopt automation and digitalisation to improve their 
competitiveness globally, and COVID 19 is likely to fasten this process. COVID 19 pandemic 
has made these companies realise that digitisation not only helps in improving productivity but 
also keeping business continuity plans on track, says Rajat Kishore Managing Director & Vice 
President Process Automation India Hub, Schneider Electric. Rajat Kishore joined Schneider 
Electric in 2012 as the Country Managing Director and oversees the business in India providing 
in-country leadership encompassing sales, marketing and communications, delivery, projects, 
and services.

In this interaction with Rakesh Rao, Rajat Kishore explains the importance of automation for the 
Indian process industry and the effect of COVID 19 pandemic on the production processes in 
the near future.

How is Schneider Electric’s 
Process Automation division 
helping Indian industries? 

What is driving the demand 
of EcoStruxure platform from 
process industry in India?

What are the key  
challenges before the 
process industries today?

“Digitalisation is a natural evolution 
of automation”
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Plant safety is of utmost 
important for process 
industries. How can  
process automation  
enhance the safety of the 
production plants?

What effect is digitalisation 
having on process 
industries? How are Indian 
process industries gearing 
up for Industry 4.0? 

Will COVID 19 pandemic  
lead to a rise in demand  
for automation?

IPF
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Manufacturing landscape is changing fast. For example, Big Data is paving the way for the 
implementation of Industry 4.0. But, to turn Big Data into Smart Data and get the maximum 
added value from the collected data, suitable data analysis solutions and in-depth expertise are 
required: both mechanical engineering and IT skills. For this, the smart networking of industrial 
components is must. Companies that do not take care of the networking of their production 
facilities today run the risk of missing the economic connection in the long term, says Manoj 

Dunung, Managing Director, Weidmueller Electronics India Pvt Ltd.

In this interview with IPF, Manoj Dunung delves into advantage of digitalization and importance 
of smart connectivity to reap the benefits of Industry 4.0.

As major player in the 
industrial connectivity 
space, how Weidmüller is 
helping industries to prepare 
for the future?  

How is your company  
helping customers (or 

industries) to modernise? 

“Smart services will determine the 
success of companies tomorrow”
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Could you please share  
some details about your 
recently products? 

What is the effect of 
digitalization on the 
manufacturing industries?

How important are 
automation and other 
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modern manufacturing 
technologies to gain 
competitive edge in the 
marketplace?

Do you expect automation 
and digitalisation  
will gain momentum due  
to COVID?

Can automation be cost-
effective for SMEs?

What kind of products and 
services are you planning to 
develop for making factories/
plants smarter?

Will COVID pandemic make 
industries smarter?

How do you intend to take 
Weidmüller growth story 
forward?  

IPF
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SELF-CLINCHING STUDS  
AND PINS

FH (flush-head) Studs are installed by 
placing them in punched or drilled holes in 
the sheets and squeezing into place with 

any standard press.

PEM BRAND ACCESS HARDWARE
PEM brand access hardware is designed 

with captive screws to help keep parts to a 
minimum and eliminate risks associated with 

loose hardware that could fall out and damage 
internal components. These panel fastener 

assemblies are ideal to attach metal panels or 
other thin material components in applications 
where subsequent access will be necessary.

PEM BRAND ACCESS HARDWARE
For over 60 years, PEM brand  

self-clinching fasteners have satisfied 
production and fastening requirements 

wherever load-bearing threads are required 
in thin metal sections too thin to tap.

SELF-CLINCHING STUDS AND PINS
FH (flush-head) Studs are installed by placing 
them in punched or drilled holes in the sheets and 
squeezing into place with any standard press.

SI THREADED INSERTS PLASTICS
SI inserts are typically specified in applications 
where strong, durable metal threads are required 
in plastic material, especially where frequent 
assembly and disassembly of the unit for service 
or repair is necessary.

microPEM TackSert Type 
TK™ Pins

microPEM Threaded 
Inserts

microPEM SMT Spacers 
–Attaches to P.C. 

Boards ForNut/Spacer 
Applications

microPEM Self-
ClinchingTackScrew™ 
Fasteners-Designedfor 

Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

Types MSO4™ / 
MSOFS™microPEM  

Standos For ThinSheets

SELF-CLINCHING STANDOFFS
These standoffs, which use the proven 

self-clinching design, install with a 
squeeze in punched or drilled round holes 

- and become permanently mounted in 
the thin sheet. 
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 Simple installation.
 Removability.
 Works with multiple panels of any

material.
 Limited installation stress to assemble.

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/cdsdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

Animation
 Secure panels to common magnesium

die casting materials such as AZ91D.
 Appropriate for attaching panels to

plastics such as ABS.
 Simple, press-in installation. Does not

require heat or ultrasonics.
 Alternative to micro screws,

eliminating many of the costs
associated with threaded hardware.

 Top sheet can be any material.
 Low-pro�le head.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.c

pem--tacksert--
inserts)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/

Part No. Key

Animation

 Replaces and reduces costs associated
with screws, welds, and adhesives.

 Attaches top sheets as thin as 0.2 mm/
.008″.

 Clinches into base panel as hard as HRB
45 / HB 84.

 Tapered and interference �t minimize
hole tolerance issues.

 For use in stainless steel and higher
strength aluminum alloy sheets.

 Compare to costs of screw installation
(/fastening-products/cost-savings-
micropem/)

 See custom TackPin® solutions.
(/fastening-products/custom-micropem-
tackpin-fastener-solutions/)

 See phone application. (/fastening-
products/replace-standard-screws-with-
micropem-fasteners/)

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/category/self-

clinching-
micropem-

tackpin)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/mpfdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

Animation

microPEM® Self-Clinching
TackPin® Fasteners-Designed for
Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

 Simple, press-in installation for secure
attachment.

 Twist out (unscrews) if removal is
necessary.

 Replaces micro screws, eliminating
installation issues.

 If removed, fastener can be reinstalled
one time using permanent thread
locking adhesive.

 Can be installed automatically for high
volume applications.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.c

clinching-
micropem-
tackscrew)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/

Part No. Key

Animation
(/design_info/animation-
library/pennengineering-

animation-
library-

micropem/micropem-
tackscrew-
fasteners/)

microPEM® Self-Clinching
TackScrew™ Fasteners-Designed
for Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

 Smallest diameter: 1 mm / .040″.
 Shortest length: 2 mm / .080″.
 Minimum sheet thickness: 0.5 mm /

.020″.
 Maximum sheet hardness: HRB 92.
 Fastener material: steel, stainless steel

and aluminum.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/viewitems/micropemfasteners/pem-

type-mpp-self-
clinching-micro-

pins-metric)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/mpfdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

Animation

microPEM® Self-Clinching Locating
Pins Install Into Thin Sheets For
Locating/Positioning Applications

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.c
clinching-micro-

stando�s)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/

Part No. Key

Animation

Types MSO4™ / MSOFS™
microPEM® Stando�s For Thin
Sheets
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TackPin® Fasteners-Designed for
Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

 Simple, press-in installation for secure
attachment.

 Twist out (unscrews) if removal is
necessary.

 Replaces micro screws, eliminating
installation issues.

 If removed, fastener can be reinstalled
one time using permanent thread
locking adhesive.

 Can be installed automatically for high
volume applications.
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microPEM® Self-Clinching
TackScrew™ Fasteners-Designed
for Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

 Smallest diameter: 1 mm / .040″.
 Shortest length: 2 mm / .080″.
 Minimum sheet thickness: 0.5 mm /

.020″.
 Maximum sheet hardness: HRB 92.
 Fastener material: steel, stainless steel

and aluminum.

CAD / Specs
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microPEM® Self-Clinching Locating
Pins Install Into Thin Sheets For
Locating/Positioning Applications

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.c
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Literature
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Part No. Key

Animation

Types MSO4™ / MSOFS™
microPEM® Stando�s For Thin
Sheets



microPEM Screws
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MSO4™ self-clinching installation
 Smallest thread size: M1.0 / #0-80.
 Shortest length: 1 mm / .040″.
 Minimum sheet thickness: 0.3 mm /

0.012″.
 Maximum sheet hardness: HRB 88.
 Fastener material: Steel, Stainless steel,

aluminum

MSOFS™ �aring installation
 Smallest thread size: M1.0 / #0-80.
 Shortest length: 2 mm / .093″.
 Sheet thickness: 0.2 – 0.3 mm / 0.008 –

0.012″.
 Maximum sheet hardness: None, use

any panel
 Fastener material: stainless steel.

Parts for smaller and/or thinner applications have

been designed.

 Hex shaped barrel provides larger
solder area.

 Provided on tape and reel.
 Reduces board handling.
 Smallest thread size: M1 / #0-80.
 Minimum sheet thickness 0.5 mm /

.020″.
 RoHS compliant.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/category/reelfast-

micropem-
surface-mount-
nuts-stando�s)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/mpfdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

microPEM® SMT Spacers –
Attaches to P.C. Boards For
Nut/Spacer Applications

 Smallest thread size: M0.8.
 Shortest length: 1 mm / .039″.
 Fastener material: steel, stainless steel

and aluminum.
 Driver types: TORX®/TORX Plus® /

cross-recess / internal hex.
 Head styles: �at head / pan head /

socket-head / wafer-head.
 Special features: Locking patch,

REMFORM®, TAPTITE 2000®, FASTITE
2000®, PT® and DELTA PT®.

 Platings: zinc, nickel, black nickel and
black oxide.

 See phone application (/fastening-
products/replace-standard-screws-with-
micropem-fasteners/)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/

microPEM® Screws

 Threads as small as M1.
 Designed for use in straight or tapered

holes.
 Symmetrical design eliminates the

need for orientation.
 Provides excellent performance in wide

range of plastics.
 Fastener material: brass / aluminum /

stainless steel.
 Styles: ultrasonic, thermal press in.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/viewitems/micropemfasteners/micropem-

symmetrical-
thru-threaded-

types-msia-msib)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/mpfdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

microPEM® Threaded Inserts
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(/design_info/animation-
library/pennengineering-

animation-
library-

micropem/micropem-
tackscrew-
fasteners/)

microPEM® Self-Clinching
TackScrew™ Fasteners-Designed
for Sheet-to-Sheet Attachment

 Smallest diameter: 1 mm / .040″.
 Shortest length: 2 mm / .080″.
 Minimum sheet thickness: 0.5 mm /

.020″.
 Maximum sheet hardness: HRB 92.
 Fastener material: steel, stainless steel

and aluminum.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/viewitems/micropemfasteners/pem-

type-mpp-self-
clinching-micro-

pins-metric)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/mpfdata.pdf)

Part No. Key

Animation

microPEM® Self-Clinching Locating
Pins Install Into Thin Sheets For
Locating/Positioning Applications

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.c
clinching-micro-

stando�s)

Literature
(/fastening_products/pdf/

Part No. Key

Animation

Types MSO4™ / MSOFS™
microPEM® Stando�s For Thin
Sheets



•	 Thread	code	as	small	as	M0.8.
•	 Pin	diameters	as	small	as	0.7	mm.
•	 Standoff	lengths	as	short	as	.028″	/	0.7	mm.
•	 Clinches	flush	into	sheets	as	thin	as	.012″	/	0.3	mm.
•	 Attach	sheets	as	thin	as	.008″	/	0.2	mm.	Parts	

for	smaller	and/or	thinner	applications	have	been	
designed. Please contact us for more info.

11/2/2020 Micro Fasteners – PennEngineering
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Micro Fasteners

 Clamp load generation.

CAD / Specs
(https://catalog.pemnet.com/item/micropemfasteners/micropem-

clampdisk-
fastener-type-
cds/cds-100)

microPEM® ClampDisk™ Fastener microPEM® TackSert® Type TK™
Pins

See Applications (/fastening-products/micropem-applications/)

 Wearables (smart watches, cameras, �tness bands,
headphones, etc.)

 Laptops

 Tablets/Readers

 Cell/Smart Phones

 Gaming/Hand Held Devices

 Infotainment/Automotive Electronics

 Thread code as small as M0.8.

 Pin diameters as small as 0.7 mm.

 Stando� lengths as short as .028″ / 0.7 mm.

 Clinches �ush into sheets as thin as .012″ / 0.3
mm.

 Attach sheets as thin as .008″ / 0.2 mm. Parts
for smaller and/or thinner applications have
been designed. Please contact us for more info.

Micro fasteners ideal for today’s compact electronics

Sheet to sheet attachment Locating pins Stando�s/spacers

TackSert® pins

Surface mount nuts/spacers Threaded Inserts Low pro�le head screws TackPin® / TackScrew™
fasteners





Micro fasteners ideal for today’s 
compact electronics



INTERVIEW - RUPALI JADHAV MENON
SMART MANUFACTURING

With activities set to rise in sectors like power, automotive, transportation, etc, the demand 
for solid state relays (SSRs) is expected to grow in the near future. The growing manufacturing 
sector is also expected to drive the market in India. These electronic relays help overcome the 
disadvantages of mechanical relays, says Rupali Jadhav Menon, CEO, SATRONIX India Pvt 

Ltd - one of the leading players in the SSR sector. As there are no moving parts, SSRs have a life 
span of millions of switching operations thereby eliminating wear and tear.

In this interview with IPF, Rupali Jadhav Menon elaborates on the advantages of solid state relays 
and importance of skill development for India to meet the talent demands of the future.

What types of products  
& services you offer to  
the industry?

How is your company  
helping customers (or 
industries) to modernise? 

What is your research and 
development (R&D) focus?

What are the key challenges 
before the industry today? 

“COVID 19 has forced companies to 
accelerate digital transformation”





INTERVIEW - RUPALI JADHAV MENON
SMART MANUFACTURING

Why is automation and other 
modern manufacturing 
technologies important for 
gaining competitiveness in 
the marketplace?

Do you expect automation 
and digitalisation will gain 
momentum due to COVID?

Can SMEs cost-effectively 
implement automation? Are 
low-cost automation 
solutions available to them? 

Will COVID 19 make 
industries smarter and more 

What are your growth plans?  

IPF





INTERVIEW - PRADEEP DAVID
SMART MANUFACTURING

Penetration of robots in India is very low - about 4 robots per 10,000 employees compared 
to global average of 99. Deployment of traditional robots is often cumbersome, expensive and 
difficult process. With their flexibility and easy operation, collaborative robots (cobots) can be 
the perfect solution for Indian manufacturers, including micro, small and medium enterprises 
(MSMEs). Cobots have the potential to empower Indian manufacturers by helping them increase 
productivity levels and reach global standards of quality while upskilling their workforce.

In this interview with IPF’s Rakesh Rao, Pradeep David, General Manager - South Asia, Universal 
Robots A/S, highlights changes in manufacturing sector and how cobots can prove useful to 
raise efficiency working closely with humans.

How is Universal Robots 
serving the manufacturing 
industry? 

How is Universal Robots 
equipping Indian industries in 

“Cobots help in utilising employees’ 
talents to their maximum potential”



INTERVIEW - PRADEEP DAVID
SMART MANUFACTURING

Collaborative robots have proven to 
be a solution to all of these problems, 
as their easy programming makes 
their utilization easy for first time 
users. These cobots do not require 
any protective fencing (subject to 
application risk assessment), saving 
space for manufacturers while enabling 
labour to continue their work.  

their path towards 
modernisation?

Any new offerings from UR in 
recent months? 

What are the advantages of 
cobots over conventional 
robots?

Where does India stands in 
terms of adoption of 
robotics? Can cobots help 
India gain competitive edge 
in the global marketplace?



INTERVIEW - PRADEEP DAVID
SMART MANUFACTURING

Why automation solutions 
like cobots are important for 
Indian manufacturers for 
faster recovery from the 
effects of COVID 19? 

Is automation cost-effective 
to SMEs? Is incremental 
automation a solution?

How is Universal Robots 
helping customers  
to make their factories/ 
plants smarter?

Do you think industries  
will become smarter,  

due to automation post 
COVID episode?

What are your growth plans? 

IPF





INTERVIEW - DR UMESH MHATRE
SMART MANUFACTURING

Surface Modification Technologies, with its surface engineering solutions, help industrial customers 
to make long lasting tools and high-speed compatible components - the basic need of 
modern industry to improve productivity. According to Dr Umesh Mhatre, Director, Surface 

Modification Technologies Pvt Ltd (SMT), surface engineering is going play very crucial role 
in near future. In this interaction with Rakesh Rao, Dr Umesh Mhatre explains, why automation and 
digitalisation, along with renewable energy sources, will gain momentum.

How is SMT serving the 
industries? 

Why are surface engineering 
solutions important for modern 
manufacturing plants? 

Have you launched any new 
products recently?

What kind of challenges are 
industries facing today? Can 
automation provide solutions 
to some of them & how?

Can automation be cost-
effective for SMEs?

“Go green and be smarter will 
remain the mantra of future”



INTERVIEW - DR UMESH MHATRE
SMART MANUFACTURING

What kind of products and 
services are you planning to 
develop for making factories/
plants smarter?

Will COVID episode make 
industries smarter, more 

What are your growth plans?  

IPF

IPF

COMMUNICATION FEATURE

T

For more details, Saloni Garg, Asst. 
Manager-Sales, Balaji Switchgears Pvt 
Ltd, on Mob: +91 95603 01491, or Email: 
garg.saloni@balajiswitchgears.com



INTERVIEW - ABHISHEK BOHRA
SMART MANUFACTURING

With industries realising the significance of the new age technologies and its benefits in 
the domains of enhanced productivity, better quality, predictive maintenance and others, 
companies are keen to adopt it. Abhishek Bohra, Partner, Bohmen Industries delves into how 
smart manufacturing benefits and modernising Indian industries.

Which new product have you 
launched recently?

Manufacturers, across the 
industries, are looking to 
reduce the cost and increase 
productivity. How do you help 
customers to achieve the same?

How does Bohmen Industries 
help manufacturers in their 
journey towards 
modernization?

How are today’s 
manufacturing plants 
different from yesteryear? 

How are the new age 
technologies changing the 
manufacturing landscape? 

“Manufacturing has immense scope 
for modern technology application”

IPF





INTERVIEW - BISWAJIT MITRA 
SMART MANUFACTURING

Self-clinching fasteners are fast emerging as product of choice in the manufacturing industry as 
they are reliable solution offering reusable and permanent load-bearing threads. These fasteners 
- often installed during the fabrication process - are ideal for applications that involve thin sheet 
metals that require good pull out and torque loads to provide safe fastening. In this interview, 
Biswajit Mitra, Managing Director, Techtran Electronics India Pvt Ltd, explains advantages of 
self-clinching fasteners and how companies can increase productivity and save money.

How is Techtran Electronics 
serving the Indian 
manufacturing industry? 

What are the advantages of 
self-clinching fasteners?

What kind of challenges are 
industries facing today? 

Will COVID fasten adoption 
of automation in the country? 

“Companies can raise productivity 
using self-clinching fasteners”



INTERVIEW - BISWAJIT MITRA 
SMART MANUFACTURING

COMMUNICATION FEATURE

What should India do to 
attract foreign investment in 
manufacturing sector? 

Are the Government’s 
schemes to support  
SMEs showing result on  
the ground? 

Are you seeing recovery in 
the second half of 2020-21? 

P

The labour cost in India is still 
cheaper compared to other 
developed counties in South-
East Asia. Unless the volume of 
demand is very high, most of 
the manufacturers will remain in 
manual operation instead of fully 
automated process.

IPF

IPF



INTERVIEW - DR GIRISH RAO
SMART MANUFACTURING

HARTING India Pvt Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Germany-based HARTING 
Technology Group, one of the world’s leading providers of industrial connection technology 
for three lifelines of Data, Signal and Power. HARTING Technology Group has 14 production 
plants and 44 sales companies across globe. In the country, HARTING has pan-India presence 
with 4 sales offices including a corporate office and 1 manufacturing plant in Chennai. HARTING 
India produces vast range of connectors & customised solutions for electrical and electronics 
segments catering to various industries as well as hardware and software for customers 
and applications in automation technology, mechanical and plant engineering, robotics and 
transportation engineering.

In this interview, Dr Girish Rao, Chief Executive Officer, HARTING India Pvt Ltd, emphasises 
on importance of modern manufacturing technologies to gain competitiveness in the marketplace.

How is your company helping 
customers (or industries)  
to modernise?

Have you launched any new 
products since Jan 2019? 
How has been the response 
from the market? 

What kind of challenges are 
industries facing today? Can 
automation provide solutions 
to some of them & how?

Do you expect automation 
and digitalization will gain 
momentum due to COVID?

Can automation be cost-
effective to SMEs? Are there 
low-cost automation 
solutions available to them?

“Skillset requirements are changing 
due to new manufacturing practices”



INTERVIEW - DR GIRISH RAO
SMART MANUFACTURING

What kind of products and 
services are you planning to 
develop for making factories/
plants smarter?

Do you think industries will 
become smarter, more 

automation post COVID 
episode?

What are your growth plans?

A robot’s range quickly extended with 7th axis from igus 

i
TECH BYTE

With the help of a 7th axis from igus, UR robots can 
move flexibly over for distance of several metres

IPF

IPF



INTERVIEW - KUNAL BANKA
SMART MANUFACTURING

Sharda Merchandise Pvt Ltd (SMPL) is the manufacturer and innovator of tamper resistant plastic, 
metal and adhesive security seals. SMPL’s security seal solutions are used by some of the world’s 
most recognised brands across Asia, Europe, America, Australia and the Middle East, within 
a wide range of industry sectors such as utilities (electric, gas & water), utility meters (smart, 
electric, gas), pharmaceuticals (bulk drugs, drug intermediates), fine chemicals, coal, steel, 
FMCG, postal department, courier, transportation (road, rail, airlines, ships), logistics, banking 
(ATM, cash bags & cash carrying vehicles), airline and flight services, oil & gas, healthcare, fire 
safety (fire extinguisher), elections (EVM, ballot boxes), retail management etc.

In this interaction with IPF, Kunal Banka, Director of Sharda Merchandise Pvt Ltd, highlights on 
menace of theft and adulteration of consumer products and how companies can prevent it 
with tamper resistant security seals.

Why are security seals 
important for industries? 
Which industries are  
driving the demand for 
security seals?

With companies/factories 
becoming modernised, how 
can security seals help them 
in preventing theft and 
protect their revenue? 

How can security seals be 
made smarter, intelligent?



INTERVIEW - KUNAL BANKA
SMART MANUFACTURING

What kind of challenges are 
industries facing today? 

Has COVID 19 changed the 
perception of companies 
towards security seals? 

Has the market condition 
improved in the second 
quarter of 2020-21 compared 

What is your outlook for the 
market? Are there any plans 
for expansion? 

IPF

Revguard tamper resistant security seals for 
smart meters. prepaid, ami meters

Securegrip Tamper Resistant Security Seals For 
Multi Applications

Snap-Lok water meter connection nut lock

Drum-Secure high security tamper evident 
security seal for pharmaceutical (bulk drugs, 
drug intermediates, API)

High security bolt container seal compliant to 
ISO 17212:2013 Class ‘H’



CASE STUDY
SMART MANUFACTURING

Seattle area full-service contract manufacturer Jemco Components and Fabrication finds VERICUT 
machine simulation software critical to avoiding five-axis machining center crashes.

T
A Jem of a Shop



CASE STUDY
SMART MANUFACTURING

InnoVista Sensors offers logic controller Millenium 3 

T
TECH BYTE

For details, contact InnoVista Sensors 
India Pvt Ltd, Bangalore, on Tel: 080-
67624500/501, 67624511, or Email: 
india@crouzet.com

IPF

IPF



MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
SMART MANUFACTURING

As a result of COVID 19 pandemic, many manufacturers are focusing on social distancing 
through shift management, which may result in lower productivity with less people working. 
Under these circumstances, collaborative robots (Cobots) and IIoT-based intelligent devices 
can be useful tools for manufacturing companies.

S

Will Cobots and intelligent devices be 
the new normal in manufacturing? 

Some plant managers are considering using screens between workers, but this is not a panacea as there can be operational limitations (left). One possible solution 
is the increased use of industrial collaborative robots (Cobots) like Assista (right).

One possible solution is the 
increased use of industrial 
collaborative robots (Cobots) like 
Assista. Typically, these “light” 
devices can be quickly deployed, 
are human friendly and so flexible 
that they can be quickly trained 
to do a variety of tasks, i.e. you 
do not need to have extensive 
robotics expertise. 



MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
SMART MANUFACTURING

IPF

As an initial quick fix to social distancing in a factory, 
individuals could use face guards and masks

Sometimes the answer is  
simply a partition screen, other 
times it is an investment in a 
cobot, but the watch words are 
flexibility, scalability and results 
focused. So maybe the new norm 
is actually reminding us to identify 
what is important.



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
SMART MANUFACTURING

F

To learn more about FLIR Systems’ 
entire Exx-Series line,  

FLIR launches 4 advanced thermal imaging 
cameras under Exx-Series
The E96, E86, E76 and E54 feature enhanced thermal resolution and provide on-camera 
routing capability for more efficient inspections. Through March 31, 2021, customers who 
purchase an Exx-Series camera will receive a free three-month Thermal Studio Pro and 
Route Creator trial bundle.

IPF



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
SMART MANUFACTURING

T

Robot-guided palletizing systems enable versatile 
production around the clock
These systems are an efficient way of increasing the flexibility of machine tools. They help 
minimizing machine downtime during the production of individual pieces and small series 
and enable reduced-manning production in three-shift operation. In this process, precise 
interaction between the individual gripping system and the clamping technology 
components is crucial.

For small and medium-sized lots, the SCHUNK 
VERO-S NSA plus palletizing system ensures high 
process reliability and flexibility

For small and medium-sized lots, the SCHUNK 
VERO-S NSA plus palletizing system ensures high 
process reliability and flexibility



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
SMART MANUFACTURING

With pallet weights from 1 to 1,000 kg, the 
SCHUNK VERO-S NSR robot couplings cover a 
huge range of needs. To ensure process-stable 
pallet change, all modules feature an automatic 
cleaning function

IPF



COMMUNICATION FEATURE
SMART MANUFACTURING

P

Welding Equipment  
and Robot

Surface Mount Technology 
Component Placement  
Systems

Industry 4.0 Smart Factory

S Ranganathan, Assistant Manager - Sales,  
Panasonic Smart Factory Solutions India

IPF



PRODUCT UPDATE
SMART MANUFACTURING

HIGH FREQUENCY SCREENS

Contact:
Masyc Projects Pvt Ltd, New Delhi
Tel: 011-28115453, 28115745, 28113383
Email: masyc@masycproject.com

IPF

ADVERTISER’S INDEX



SLEWING BEARINGS

Apex Precision Mechatronix Pvt Ltd 
(Apex Precision Agencies) offers 

Renogear – a new solution for middle 
size and heavy-duty Slewing Bear-
ings. Use of high tech machinery for 
turning, drilling, gear cutting, induc-

tion hardening and finishing guarantees the requested quality. 

Renogear is part of the Xubi Group of Spain, a worldwide 

leader and a reference in mechanical transmission compo-

nents. Renogear produces stewing bearings up to 4.500 mm 

external diameter. Renogear is equipped with the highest qual-

ity and most modern means of production and quality control 

of the industry. It offers a complete range of slewing bearings 

customised and adapted to the demands of the customer.

Apex Precision Mechatronix Pvt Ltd  
(Apex Precision Agencies) 303-308, Krishna Bhuvan Annexe, 22-B, Govandi Station Road

Deonar, Mumbai 400 088                
Tel: 022-61464444, 25550900, 67973360 Fax: 022-25564987           

Email: sales@apexprecision.co.in    

DEEP HOLE DRILLING AND  
HOLE FINISHING TECHNOLOGY Precihole Machine Tools is a global 

leader in providing solutions in 
precision deep hole drilling and hole 
finishing technology. Precihole’s 
strength is to customise an engineer-
ing solution that is perfectly suited to 

the needs of the application. New products in 2019 include 

a completely reengineered twin spindle gun drilling machine 

GVN12C to drill holes from Ø3 mm to Ø12 mm, a slant bed 

BTA (STS) deep hole drilling machine BVN100P with world 

class features to drill from Ø20 mm to Ø200 mm and a next 

generation masterpiece vertical honing machine VHM series 

to super finish holes from Ø5 mm to Ø25 mm. 
Precihole Machine Tools Pvt Ltd
Behind Harmony Arcade, Pimpalghar 
Bhiwandi - Kalyan RoadTaluka Bhiwandi, District Thane 421 311

Mobile:  09321305480, 07498019135
Email: sales@precihole.com  

The Mega Issue features over 380 PRODUCTS...Page No. 34-217

COVER STORY: How to make India $1 trillion manufacturing economy?...Page No 225-246

FOR INSTANT SUBSCRIPTION
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BOOK YOUR AD TODAY!

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MEGA ISSUE:

 Analysis of manufacturing sector performance in 2020
 Strategies to compete in volatile and uncertain 

marketplace 
 Overcoming COVID 19 challenge: Some success stories 
 Unleashing the potential of digitalization
 Tips for SMEs to adopt modern technologies effectively 
 Product Innovations in 2020
 Featuring more than 350 latest engineering products 

giving complete details of their benefits and 
applications 

 Interviews of Industry Thought Leaders

WHY ADVERTISE IN IPF ANNUAL:

 You can reach out to the key decision makers as the 
Edition is referred by MD/CEOs/COOs/Owners, Chief 
Procurement/Purchasing Officers, CTO, Heads of R&D/
Production/Maintenance and other top management

 You get visibility all through the year as IPF Annual has 
a longer shelf-life because it is used as a reference 
guide (due to its rich content) 

 Presence at leading exhibitions as IPF Annual will be 
circulated at many events in 2021

 2-in-1 benefit: While you pay for print, you get visibility 
in both print as well as online (as IPF Annual is 
circulated digitally too)
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